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APRIL 20 - 24, 1998 1 YEAR 1 MONTH  LAST
AGO AGO WEEK

Market Cap (RM bil) 760.0 448.5 383.4
— Main Board 699.2 423.0 364.2
— Second Board 60.8 25.5 19.2
KLCI (pts) 1096.53 731.89 635.11
SBI (pts) 560.81 184.62 137.61
3-mth Klibor 7.445 10.950 11.000
RM/US$ 2.4925 3.4400 3.7500

WEEKLY VOLUME LEADERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
Sime Darby 3.580 3.620 3.400 0.040 1.13 24.1
Tenaga Nasional 7.500 7.550 7.100 0.050 0.67 20.9
Anson 1.240 1.420 1.200 -0.110 -8.15 14.0
Mancon 0.920 1.100 0.895 -0.120 -11.54 12.7
TA Ent-W 0.150 0.170 0.135 0.000 0.00 12.5

WEEKLY TOP GAINERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
Juan Kuang-W 0.300 0.330 0.250 0.080 36.36 0.036
Amsteel-W 0.260 0.280 0.200 0.060 30.00 0.016
Sungai Bagan 82.000 82.000 82.000 18.000 28.13 0.0002
Daiichi-W 0.580 0.685 0.480 0.110 23.40 0.019
KUB 1.170 1.190 0.880 0.220 23.16 3.129

WEEKLY TOP LOSERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
IOI Prop-W 0.010 0.060 0.010 -0.065 -86.67 2.416
Repco 20.200 58.000 20.200 -37.800 -65.17 0.030
Kim Hin-W 0.035 0.060 0.025 -0.035 -50.00 1.346
Thong Guan 1.450 2.670 1.450 -1.220 -45.69 0.016
Pintaras-A 1.000 1.700 0.900 -0.700 -41.18 0.004
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ECONOMIC & STRATEGY
Watch for leads in the currency market

The week in review: The KL Composite Index closed last Friday up 1% (or 6.33 pts) week-on-week at
635.11 pts boosted by news of the successful marriage of the RHB Bank/Sime Bank deal. Sentiment was also
helped when Standard & Poor (S&P) stated that Malaysia was a relative pillar of strength among the East
Asian countries and that its moderate external debt would enable it to take a flexible approach in stabilising
its economy. All of the KLCI’s gains were made on Friday, after thin trading in the previous four days. Fears
of further corporate failures put pressure on the local bourse over most of last week. The ringgit closed
steadier at RM3.77/US$ on Friday, recovering from the week low of RM3.83 on Monday after S&P down-
graded Malaysia’s local and foreign currency ratings. The ringgit’s slide was checked at RM3.85 on fears of
intervention by Bank Negara.

Market outlook: We expect trading to be listless as investors are likely to remain sidelined due to the short
trading week. Expectations of further corporate failures are likely to escalate than abate in the face of high
interest rates and a slowing economy. This will weigh on sentiment in the short and medium term. We expect
the currency market to play a more prominent role in setting market direction during these lull periods.

The RM/US$ rate is expected to trade in tandem with the US/Yen cross rates this week due to the lack of
local corporate factors. With the dollar expected to gain against the yen from Friday’s close of 131.15 due to
fears of a recession in Japan, the ringgit should weaken slightly this week. Friday’s announcement of Ja-
pan’s largest ever stimulus package is generally seen as having only a temporary effect on the economy.
Valued at 16.7 trillion yen, including 4 trillion yen in temporary income-tax cuts and 7.7 trillion yen in
public-works spending, Japanese officials expected it to boost GDP by 2-3 percentage points. However, many
private sector economists believe that the cure for Japan’s ills is permanent tax cuts and overhaul of the
financial industry.

CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT
The dilution factor in RHB Bank/Sime Bank deal

Why Rashid Hussain Bhd, RHB Capital, RHB Sakura Merchant Bank are sold down: At the time of
writing, Rashid Hussain Bhd is down 96 sen to RM4.24, RHB Capital is off 40 sen to RM2.74 and RHB
Sakura is sharply lower by 79 sen to RM2.01. The main concern surrounding the whole exercise is the extent
of dilution to minority shareholders as a result of the issuance of new shares. Clearly, the whole deal has
been structured so that Sime Bank can be absorbed under the RHB umbrella and re-capitalised with mini-
mal dilution to Tan Sri Rashid Hussain’s interest at the holding company level. The question investors should
ask is: if Tan Sri Rashid Hussain is not significantly diluted, who is? Rashid Hussain Bhd, the ultimate
holding company of all the listed financial arms and majority held by Tan Sri Rashid Hussain (27.8%) and
MRCB (27.3%) will make a special issue of 77.1m new shares to bumiputra investors at RM4.80. Its share
capital base will expand by 20% to 462.8m shares.

RHB Sakura to shoulder bulk of dilution in short term: Shareholders of RHB Sakura would exchange
their RHB Sakura shares for shares in a newly formed company called RHB Holdings on a 1-for-1 basis.
Subsequently, RHB Holdings would issue 1,410.6m new shares at RM2.50 each to (1) acquire RHB Capital
from Rashid Hussain Bhd and (2) to acquire Sime Bank from Sime Darby. RHB Holdings’ capital base would
expand more than five-fold from 338.6m shares to 1,749.3m shares.eventually.
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Minorities of RHB Capital to be diluted over long term: RHB Capital, which owns unlisted RHB Bank
(100%) and listed RHB Sakura Merchant Bank (51%), will issue 512.6m new shares at RM3.20. This is to
inject new capital into RHB Bank pursuant to the acquisition of Sime Bank and for the purchase of the
remaining 49% stake in RHB Sakura. RHB Capital’s share base will expand by 31% from 1,667.9m shares to
2,180.6m shares. But the extent of dilution is even greater if we consider that RHB Bank has issued RM1b
irredeemable non-cumulative preference shares (INCPS) at par which allows holders to exchange RM3.20
paid-up amount of INCPS for one new share in RHB Capital at any time within five years from the date of
issue. Should the exchange option be exercised, there would be an additional issue of 312.5m new shares.

Fully-diluted share base is 49% larger: Subject to certain conditions, holders of the the INCPS have a
further exchange option at any time 5 years commencing from the fifth anniversary from the date of issue to
exchange RM3.30 paid-up amount of INCPS for one existing ordinary share in RHB Capital. In view of this
further exchange option, RHB Holdings may at any time within 5 years commencing from the fifth anniver-
sary date of issue of the INCPS subscribe up to 303m new shares in RHB Capital at RM3.30 each. From the
statement issued, it appears to us that the fully-diluted share base of RHB Capital will be capped at 2,493.1m
shares (or 49% larger than the existing share base).

Bottomline: To ensure minority shareholders are not diluted, earnings of the various RHB units would
have to increase by the same quantum as the jump in share capital base. This would be difficult to achieve
during an economic slowdown and rising non-performing loans, which is why the shares were hammered
upon requotation today. The other risk to the whole exercise is that it is still subject to approvals from
authorities such as Bank Negara, Securities Commission and shareholders. This could take up to six months.
Should the shares of RHB, RHB Sakura and RHB Capital remain depressed, there could be downward
revisions to the issue price of the new shares which means the dilution effect would be more significant. At
current prices, we would avoid RHB, RHB Capital and RHB Sakura. [Chris Leow, CFA 253-1626]
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TECHNICAL VIEW
Still looking lethargic

The  market continues to look lethargic, even though most indicators have come off their lows. The daily 14-
day RSI is below 50, while the MACD is still skewed with a negative bias and below zero. Momentum indica-
tors are still below zero on both the daily and the weekly charts. Volumes, coming off the lows last week, have
been pathetic, which suggests that the minor rally is not well-supported across the board.

Wavewise, the fall from KLCI 742 looks incomplete, with resistance at 640 to 655. We see a 4th wave-type
consolidation being traced out, and once complete, will continue its way down to 600 and 580. Anyway, the
bounce from 612 the week before does not look constructive for a sustained bounce. The intermediate term
picture for the KLCI is bleak as the market has put on a triangle top at around the 750 level. This completes
a correction from 512. This scenario is valid as long as 690 is not taken out.

Regionally, the yen is back above 131.00 to the US dollar as the market is still not convinced that the 16
trillion yen fiscal package released last Friday is prudent enough as the tax cuts are not permanent. The
Nikkei is again trading below 16,000, thus putting further pressure on the yen and the other South East
Asian currencies. The ringgit is threatening to test 3.8000/85000. A break here is likely to lead to 4.000/
4.1000 levels yet again.


